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Fund Information

Global Saudi Equity Fund
Fund Objective & Strategy
Achieving long-term capital growth with predefined and controlled levels
of risk, by investing in stocks listed on the Saudi stock exchange. In
addition, the fund will aim to achieve returns that exceed the average by
benefiting from the expected economic growth in Saudi Arabia while
maintaining a suitable level of diversification for fund assets and
reduction of total risk by investing in different market sectors. The fund
manager selects companies selling at a discount to intrinsic value. We
identify intrinsic value through rigorous fundamental analysis and
research conducted by an experienced investment team. Research is
done on a company-by-company basis to determine the economic worth
of companies based on projected future earnings and cash flows taking
into consideration economy and market activity.
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Subsequent Investment
Minimum of SAR 5,000
Subscription & Redemption
Sunday &Tuesday of every week
Initial Charge: 2%
Management Fee: 1.75% per annum
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Asset Type
Equity
Geographic Focus
Saudi Arabia
Fund Manager
Global Investment House
Benchmark
Tadawul All Share Index – TASI
Fund Listing
Saudi Arabia
Launch Date
January 2009
Structure
Open-Ended
NAV
SAR 249.49
Current Fund Size
SAR 555.8 mn
Base Currency
Saudi Riyal
Initial Investment: SAR 10,000
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Custodian Fee: 0.15 %
Administration Fee: 0.13%
Audit Fee: SAR 70,000
Tadawul Fee: SAR 5,000
CMA Fee: SAR 7,500
Annual Expenses For Individual
Members: Max SAR 40,000
Custodian *
HSBC Saudi Arabia
Redemption Fee
1% if exit before one month
Auditors
KPMG Al Fozan & Partners
Bloomberg Code
GLOBEQC AB
RIC Code
LP65135767
VAT Applies for the Fee Max 5%
Risk Metrics
5 years to November 2018
Tracking Error

4.83%

Beta

0.95

Information Ratio

1.27

Sharpe Ratio

0.09

Standard Deviation

20.3%

MENA Asset Management
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Fund Review

Top Five Holdings
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Market Commentary
November was a mixed month for global
markets. The US markets witnessed a
turnaround as both Dow and S&P rose
1.8% and 1.7% respectively. The rally was
driven by the Fed signaling a dovish
stance on interest rate outlook, which
could lead to a slower than expected pace
of the rate hikes in 2019. On the
currencies front, the EM currencies also
witnessed a reversal with MSCI EM
currency index rising 1.5% in November.
Brent oil witnessed a fall of 20.8% during
the month on supply glut concerns as the
US granted Iranian waivers to eight
countries and the US president continued

the call for reduced oil prices - even post
mid-term elections.
Replicating the oil market, Tadawul closed
negative 2.6% in November as the market
was adversely impacted by a sharp
reversal in oil prices. Additionally, the
Khashoggi affair continued to impact
sentiments towards the Kingdom. As a
result, FII outflows continued at a higher
run-rate for the second consecutive
month.
As we approach the year end, Saudi
equity outlook for the remaining month
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This material was produced by Global Investment House - Saudia, a firm regulated by the Capital Market Authority of KSA.
Past performance is not a guide to future returns. All the information contained in this document is believed to be reliable
but may be inaccurate or incomplete. A full explanation of the characteristics of the investment is given in the prospectus.
Any opinions stated are honestly held but are not guaranteed. The outlook expressed in this fact sheet represents the views
of the fund manager at the time of preparation and are not necessarily those of the Global Investment House as a whole.
They may be subject to change and should not be interpreted as investment advice. The document is meant for financial
promotion and does not provide you with all the facts you need to make an informed decision about investing and hence is
not intended to constitute investment advice. The information provided should not be considered as a recommendation or
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contained or referred to in this document and of evaluating the merits and risks involved in the securities forming the subject
matter of this or other such document. Global investment house- Saudia is authorized and regulated by the Capital Market
Authority(CMA) in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. License Number 07067-37.
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gives us comfort given the impending oil
supply cuts, the Fed rate decision and the
Saudi Budget for 2019. At the same time,
ongoing reforms and government
spending start to make an impact. With
this backdrop, the additional inflows from
inclusion of Saudi in major passive
trackers in 2019, we are generally
optimistic on the Saudi market.
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